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Abstrat. Pitures show that streamer or sprite disharge hannels emerging from
the same eletrode sometimes seem to reonnet or merge though their heads arry
eletri harge of the same polarity; one might therefore suspet that reonnetions
are an artifat of the two-dimensional projetion in the pitures. Here we use
stereo-photography to investigate the full three-dimensional struture of suh events.
We analyze reonnetion, possibly an eletrostati eet in whih a late thin
streamer reonnets to an earlier thik streamer hannel, and merging, a suggested
photoionization eet in whih two simultaneously propagating streamer heads merge
into one new streamer. We use four dierent anode geometries (one tip, two tips, two
asymmetri protrusions in a plate, and a wire), plaed 40 mm above a at athode
plate in ambient air. A positive high voltage pulse is applied to the anode, reating a
positive orona disharge. This disharge is studied with a fast ICCD amera, in many
ases ombined with optis to enable stereosopi imaging. We nd that reonnetions
as dened above our frequently. Merging on the other hand was only observed at a
pressure of 25 mbar and a tip separation of 2 mm, i.e., for a redued tip distane of
p · d = 50µmbar. In this ase the full width at half maximum of the streamer hannel
is more than 10 times as large as the tip separation. At higher pressures or with a wire
anode, merging was not observed.
Submitted to: J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys.
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1. Introdution
Streamers penetrate into undervolted gaps due to spae harges and loal eld
enhanement at their heads [1℄; frequently they break up into trees with many branhes.
Streamer branhes strething out from the same eletrode arry head harges of
equal polarity and repel eah other eletrostatially. Suh self avoiding behaviour is
inorporated in phenomenologial dieletri breakdown models, see, e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5℄.
On the other hand, streamers and leaders emerging from oppositely harged eletrodes
arry opposite head harges; therefore when propagating towards the opposite eletrode,
they attrat eah other eletrostatially and frequently join one another along the way;
this is seen, e.g., in lamp ignition [6, 7℄ as well as in the ounter leaders strething from
tall strutures upwards towards an approahing lightning leader [8℄.
However, there are three reent observations [9, 10, 11℄ that seem to violate this
sheme: streamer or sprite hannels emerging from the same eletrode do not repel eah
other, but they seem to merge or reonnet.
The rst type of events was reported by Briels et al. [9℄ in pulsed power experiments
in a needle-to-plane eletrode geometry. Here thik and thin positive streamers emerged
from the needle anode. The thik ones are muh faster than the thin ones (as quantied
in [9, 12℄) and start somewhat earlier, they reah the athode plate and then seem to
attrat thin streamers that arrive later. The streamers seem to approah the earlies
ones in an almost perpendiular diretion. Suh an event is shown in gure 6 of [9℄ and
will be alled reonnetion; a similar event is shown in gure 5 below and in gure 7
of [13℄ and gure 10 of [14℄. A physial mehanism for suh an event is given in [9℄:
the originally positive thik streamer hannel harges negatively after onneting to the
athode and therefore attrats the late positive streamer eletrostatially.
The seond type of events was seen by Grabowski et al. [10℄ and Winands et al. [13℄
in pulsed power experiments of either positive or negative polarity: many streamers
emerged from a wire eletrode, and sometimes two almost parallel streamers seemed
to merge into a single one while propagating away from the wire. Suh an event is
shown in gure 5B of [10℄ and will be alled merging; a similar event is shown in
gure 10 below. It was also reported orally for the experiments disussed in [13, 14℄. A
physial mehanism for suh merging was reently proposed by Luque et al. [15℄: the
non-loal photoionization reation in nitrogen-oxygen mixtures like air ould generate so
muh ionization in the spae between the streamer heads that the heads merge despite
their eletrostati repulsion; the mehanism was demonstrated in three-dimensional
omputations of two streamers for varying gas density and nitrogen-oxygen ratio.
A third type of event was reported by Cummer et al. [11℄ in high speed images of
sprite disharges above thunderlouds; the gures are reprodued in gure 8 below.
Here sprite hannels propagating downwards seem to onnet to eah other, often
aompanied by a bright spot. Sprite disharges have been established to be large
versions of streamers at low gas densities, related to eah other by similarity laws
[16, 17, 18℄. This phenomenon looks quite similar to the reonnetion desribed above,
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however, the sprite streamers do not reah any eletrodes to hange the hannel polarity.
These three events were imaged with normal photography, i.e., in a two-dimensional
projetion of the full three-dimensional events. Therefore it is impossible to determine
from the gures whether two streamer branhes really do join, or whether they pass
behind eah other, and only the statistial analysis of many pitures an lead to suh a
onlusion. However, the true three-dimensional event an be reonstruted from stereo
photography. This method was reently developed for streamers by Nijdam et al. [19℄
where it has been shown that suh a method an be very suessful in reonstruting
the omplete 3D streamer tree struture for streamer disharges with a limited number
of streamer hannels (less than 50). In the paper [19℄, one example of an event is given
that looks like a streamer loop or reonnetion in normal photography, but where the
hannels turn out to pass behind eah other in the stereo photography. In the present
paper, stereo photography is applied to several situations where streamers appear to
reonnet or merge.
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Figure 1. Shemati overview of the stereosopi measurement set-up with a
shemati drawing of the two image paths. In this example an anode with a single tip
is installed inside the disharge vessel.
2. Experimental set-up
All experiments presented here have been performed in ambient air with a athode-anode
gap of 40 mm. Although the experiments have been onduted inside a vauum-vessel,
in many ases the front window of this vessel was removed so that the air was idential
to the ambient air inside the laboratory. In ases where pressures below 1000 mbar
were used, the front window was mounted and the vessel ontents were ushed with
ambient air. The same eletrial iruit as desribed in [19℄ was used. With this iruit,
a positive (athode direted) orona disharge is reated by disharging a apaitor with
a fast swith. We use a spark-gap as swith. This results in a voltage pulse on a pointed
tip or wire with a rise-time of about 20 ns, a maximum voltage between 6 and 55 kV
and a deay time of a few miroseonds. More information about this iruit and the
disharge vessel an be found in [9℄ and [17℄.
2.1. (Stereo) imaging and image evaluation
The orona disharge produed by the iruit is imaged onto an intensied CCD-amera
(Stanford Computer Optis 4QuikE) with a minimum gate time of 2 ns. The original
amera frames of all images are 1360 by 1024 pixel, 14 bit gray-sale images. All amera
images presented in this paper are false-olour representations of these original amera
frames. Image proessing and measurements (e.g. of streamer diameters) were done on
the original full resolution 14 bit gray-sale frames.
In most experiments, an optial system was positioned between the amera and
the disharge in order to enable stereo photography. This optial system onsists of two
prisms and two mirrors as shown in gure 1. With this set-up we are able to produe
stereosopi images, as an be seen in gures 5, 7, 9 and 10. In order to reonstrut the
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Figure 2. Shemati overview (top view) of the stereosopi reonstrution tehnique.
Both the real optis and amera and the two virtual ameras are shown. The imaged
point is imaged on the two virtual CCD's and the real CCD. It an be seen that the
distane between the optial axis and the imaged point on the CCD diers on the left
and the right hand side. In the atual reonstrution, the third dimension is also used.
3D struture of (a part of) a streamer disharge, ustom built software is used in whih
a line segment is plaed manually over idential streamers in both left and right views.
The xyz oordinates of the end points of this line are now alulated with a method
desribed below.
Beause we used a 40 mm gap instead of the 140 mm gap disussed in [19℄, the
amera, prisms and mirrors have been plaed loser to the vauum vessel. The full angle
between the two optial paths is 10
◦
in all stereo measurements presented here.
Another dierene between the method desribed in [19℄ and the urrent method
is the improved geometri reonstrution method. The present 3D reonstrutions are
obtained by using a omplete 3D geometrial omputation assuming a pin-hole amera.
In this method, two virtual ameras are plaed so that they will produe the left and
right images without the prisms and mirrors as shown in gure 2. In other words, the
distane between these ameras and the origin (on the vertial axis of the vauum vessel)
is equal to the total path length of one of the two paths drawn in gure 1. The angle
between the two virtual ameras and the origin is equal to the angle between the two
paths (10
◦
in our ase).
Both virtual ameras are represented as pinhole ameras; they onsist of an
innitely small hole and a sreen (the ICCD). In order to reonstrut a 3D loation
of a point, the vetor from the pixel loation of this point to the pinhole loation is
alulated for both ameras. The rossing point of these two vetors now determines its
real 3D loation. In real life measurements the vetors will of ourse never really ross
in full 3D; therefore the point halfway between their losest points is used.
The assumption of a pinhole amera neglets lens artifats like hromati aberration
and pinushion or barrel distortion. The earlier evaluations in [19℄ used a simpler model
assuming two ameras far away from the system with a very large foal length. The
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present method redues the absolute position errors of points far away from the origin
(here dened as the position of one of the tips or an arbitrary position on the wire, see
gure 2). The loal errors (relative position errors of two points lose together) have
not hanged signiantly by employing the new method.
We estimate the error in absolute and relative position at around 2% and 0.5% of
the vertial image size. In our set-up the vertial image size is roughly 50 mm. This
means that the absolute error is about 1 mm and the relative error is about 0.3 mm.
If reonnetion or merging ours, it should be visible in both images of a
stereosopi photo. Furthermore, the vertial position of the merging/reonnetion
loation should be the same in both images. If this is learly the ase then it an
be onluded that the merging or reonnetion really takes plae. In many ases, this
method has been used instead of the more labor intensive omplete 3D reonstrution.
In some ases we have measured the width of the streamer hannels. This is ahieved
with the following method: A line is drawn manually along a straight setion of a
streamer hannel in a 2D amera image. Now a region is hosen that is large enough
to easily enompass the whole hannel, but not so large that it overs neighbouring
hannels. The pixel intensities of all pixels in this region are averaged along the diretion
of the line. This leads to an averaged rossut prole of the streamer hannel. From this
prole, the base level is subtrated and then the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
is determined.
2.2. Anode geometries
Figure 3. Shemati drawing of the four dierent anode geometries above the athode
plane. a) single tip; b) symmetrial double tips; ) asymmetrial double protrusion
from a plane; d) wire. In the image of the wire geometry, all non-metal omponents
are shown as semi-transparent. The drawing is to sale.
Four dierent anode geometries have been used; they are shown in gure 3: (a) a
single tip, (b) symmetrial double tips, () asymmetrial double protrusions from a
plane and (d) a wire. The dierene between the double tip geometry (b) and the
double protrusion geometry () is that in the double tip geometry, both tips extend
from a pointed holder, while in the double protrusion geometry, the tips extend from
a plane similar to the athode plate. In this geometry, the bakground eletri eld
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Figure 4. Typial voltage urve of streamer disharge with denitions of important
harateristis.
at some distane from the protrusions is quite similar to a plane-plane geometry; it is
quite homogeneous in ontrast to a point plane geometry. This protrusion geometry ()
is roughly similar to a needle-array eletrode [20, 21℄, but it has only two needles. In
partiular, we will use an asymmetri onguration where one tip extends signiantly
further out of the plane than the other.
The distane between the tip(s) or the wire and the athode plate was always set
to 40 mm. In the asymmetri geometry (), 40 mm is the distane between the tip of
the longer protrusion and the plane. The same tips have been used in all geometries,
made of 1 mm diameter tungsten rods, with a onial pointed end. The tip radius is
about 15 µm. The wire in the wire geometry is a 0.2 mm diameter kanthal wire.
2.3. Timings and delays
In order to properly orrelate the timing of amera images to the voltage urve, a full
analysis of all delays in our experimental set-up has been onduted. With the results
of this analysis we an dene an absolute timesale for all measurements. We dene
the origin of the time sale (t = 0 ns) as the moment when the voltage imposed on the
anode starts to inrease above 0 V. This is illustrated in gure 4.
The maximum voltage (Vmax) is dened as the rossing point of the inreasing
voltage slope with a linear t of the beginning of the dereasing voltage slope. In the
ase of gure 4 this leads to Vmax = 52 kV. The duration of the slow voltage inrease
just after t = 0 ns (here about 80 ns) depends mainly on the pressure in the spark
gap swith and, to a lesser extent, on the streamer vessel pressure and anode geometry.
Therefore we have dened another important point: tV 10%, the time when the voltage
has reahed V = 0.1 · Vmax. The rise-time (trise) of the voltage slope is also important.
We have dened it as the time between V = 0.1 · Vmax and V = 0.9 · Vmax. These
harateristi values of the voltage pulse are inuened by resistors in the power supply
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Figure 5. A stereo image of a streamer reonnetion in single tip anode geometry (a).
The two views of the single tip event overlap a bit in the middle of the gure. The most
striking reonnetion loation is marked with an arrow in both views. Experimental
settings: gas ll: 1000 mbar ambient air; Vmax = 52 kV; tV 10% = 87 ns; trise = 24 ns;
tstart = 52 ns; tgate = 50 ns. The voltage urve in this experiment is very similar to the
one shown in gure 4. As an be seen from the timing parameters of this experiment,
the omplete image is shot before the voltage pulse reahed its maximum.
and the impedane of the disharge and therefore vary between experiments.
The amera delay (tstart) is related to the same origin of the time sale as the voltage
pulse. The amera gate is opened at tstart and stays open for a speied time (tgate). A
more detailed disussion of the timing sheme an be found in the appendix.
3. Experimental results
3.1. Reonnetion
Streamer reonnetion is studied in the single tip geometry (a) and in the double
protrusion geometry () (see gure 3). Apparent reonnetions in the single tip
geometry (a) were observed and disussed before by Briels et al. [9℄, based on
normal photography. A stereo image of a single tip streamer disharge with apparent
reonnetion(s) is shown in gure 5. A partial 3D reonstrution of this disharge is
shown in gure 6.
The stereo image already shows that reonnetion ours in both the left and right
hand views at the same vertial position. This indiates that there is indeed a thin
streamer hannel reonneting to a thik streamer hannel. This is onrmed in the 3D
reonstrution. It was found that reonnetions as the one shown are observed in about
50% of the images taken under the onditions of gure 5. Beause some images are
not very lear and in some ases reonneting streamer hannels are obsured by other
streamer hannels, we onlude that reonnetions our in the majority of disharge
events under these onditions.
Streamer reonnetions an also be observed in the double protrusion anode
geometry (). In this geometry, the thikest and earliest streamer hannels originate
from the tip that protrudes farthest from the plane. An example of suh a disharge
event is shown in gure 7. This image shows multiple reonnetions from streamer
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Figure 6. Orthogonal views of the 3D reonstrution of the reonnetion event from
gure 5. Again the reonnetion loation is marked with an arrow in both views. Not
all streamer hannels from the original images are represented in this reonstrution.
An animation of this reonstrution an be found online as gure6.avi (∼2MB) with
the marked reonnetion event shown in blue.
Figure 7. A stereo image of multiple streamer reonnetions in the double protrusion-
plane anode geometry (). The horizontal distane between the two tips is 18 mm, the
left tip protrudes 14 mm from the plane and the right tip protrudes 8 mm from the
plane. Other experimental settings: gas ll: 1000 mbar ambient air; Vmax = 50 kV;
tV 10% = 15 ns; trise = 35 ns; tstart = 10 ns; tgate = 100 ns.
Figure 8. High speed sprite disharge images from 13 August 2005 at 03:12:32.0
UT showing apparent reonnetion between dierent hannels. These disharges our
above thunderlouds. The piture is reprodued from [11℄, opyright 2006 Amerian
Geophysial Union. Reprodued/modied by permission of Amerian Geophysial
Union.
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Figure 9. A stereo image and its 3D reonstrution of multiple streamer reonnetions
in the double protrusion-plane anode geometry (). The experimental onditions are
the same as in gure 7 exept for the longer amera delay tstart = 50 ns. Note that the
streamer hannel indiated with the arrow makes a nearly 90
◦
turn. An animation of
the reonstrution an be found online as gure9.avi (∼2MB) with the indiated turn
shown in blue.
hannels originating from the right tip to streamer hannels originating from the left tip.
(We ontinue to use the term reonnetion as these streamers originate from the same
eletrode.) All these reonnetions are learly visible in both views and are therefore
interpreted as real reonnetions. The width (full width at half maximum, FWHM) of
the thik, early hannels is about 1.1 mm, the width of the thin hannels about 0.6 mm.
In gure 5 of [12℄, Briels et al. have reported similar values for the width of streamers
reated under these onditions.
Reonnetions as shown in gures 5 and 7 are observed frequently under these
experimental onditions. We nd that reonnetion only ours to streamer hannels
that have rossed the entire gap and end on the athode plate.
In gure 8, a sprite disharge is shown that remarkably resembles the streamer
disharge shown in gure 7. Similar reonnetion events are visible although it an not
be proved that they are real beause no stereo-photographi images are available. The
similarities and dierenes between sprite and streamer reonnetions will be disussed
in more detail in setion 4.
Briels et al. [17℄ have reported that thiker streamer hannels are always faster than
thin streamer hannels. In our experiments, tens to hundreds of nanoseonds after the
thik hannels have bridged the gap, thinner and slower streamers an onnet to the
onduting traes left behind by the early thik streamers. This has been investigated
by inreasing the delay of the amera so that only the late streamers are visible. An
example of suh an image an be seen in gure 9. It shows that most of the length of
the thik hannels seen in gure 7 is no longer visible. Only the upper part (seondary
streamers) and the athode spots of these hannels remain learly visible. This an
easily be understood by the fat that only the propagating head of a streamer hannel
emits a signiant amount of radiation; therefore the hannel behind the head is usually
invisible or very dim after the head has passed f. gure 1 in [1℄.
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Figure 10. Stereo image of a wire-plate disharge. A possible merging loation in the
left hand view is indiated with an arrow. However, the right hand view learly shows
that in reality no merging ours. Experimental settings: gas ll: 1000 mbar ambient
air; Vmax = 45 kV; tV 10% = 15 ns; trise = 22 ns; tstart = 0ns; tgate = 1000 ns.
A striking feature in gure 9 is the streamer hannel indiated with the arrow.
This streamer hannel seems to hange diretion instantaneously by about 90
◦
.
These diretion hanges are observed in most images with longer delays under these
experimental onditions. They appear very similar to the shape of the streamers
reonneting as in gure 7. Therefore, these diretion hanges are interpreted as
streamer reonnetion. This onrms that reonnetion is indeed the attration of a
late streamer hannel towards an earlier streamer hannel.
3.2. Merging
Streamer merging was rst suggested as an interpretation of experiments in a wire-plate
disharge. 2D pitures of Grabowski et al. [10℄ and Winands et al. [13℄ show possible
merging of streamer hannels lose to the wire. We have reprodued suh experiments
with the wire-plate eletrode geometry as shown in gure 3d. During this investigation,
we have never found a denite ase of merging of streamer hannels in the hundreds
of disharge events studied. Often hannels seem to merge in one of the images, but
are learly not merging in the other image. An example of suh an event is shown in
gure 10. Here, in the left image two streamer hannels seem to merge. However, the
right image learly shows that this is not the ase.
The left image also shows that two hannels propagate downwards from the
apparent merge loation towards the athode plate. This is already an indiation that
no real merging ours. In rare ases (less than 1% of the images), the image quality
around an apparent merging loation was not good enough to denitely onlude that no
merging ourred, but the propagation of multiple hannels from these loations again
indiates that no merging ours. The same onlusion is drawn from measurements at
400 mbar ambient air.
The average separation between streamers initiating from the wire in gure 10 is
lose to 2 mm. This value is in agreement with streamer observations in a wire-plane
geometry of Winands et al. [22℄ and Creyghton et al. [23℄.
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Figure 11. Images of streamer disharges with the single tip anode geometry (a) in
the top row, and with the symmetrial double tip anode geometry (b) in the middle
and bottom rows. Within the olumns, the pressure varies from 25 mbar to 1000 mbar
as indiated. The two upper rows show time integrated images (tgate > 1000 ns), the
bottom row shows images with shorter gate times as indiated in the panels. In all
images Vmax is indiated. The horizontal distane between the two tips is 2 mm.
Voltage rise times varied between 15 and 25 ns, the amera opens at tstart ∼= tV 10%.
The amera gain varies signiantly between the images; disharges are muh brighter
at lower pressures than at higher pressures.
The streamer hannels are more parallel in the wire-plate disharge than in the
(double) tip-plate disharges. This is beause the eletri eld lines diverge around
the needle eletrode in the projetion plane of the piture while they are parallel for
the wire eletrode. However, in the diretion perpendiular to the image plane, the
streamers do diverge signiantly and show similar spatial distributions as in the point-
plane disharges. This divergene has been observed before by Winands et al. ([24℄,
gure D6).
A more fundamental method to investigate streamer merging is to use two tips
lose to eah other as shown in gure 3b. In this ase streamer hannels originate from
both of these tips simultaneously (within 2 ns). These two streamer hannels will now
propagate in a more or less parallel diretion towards the athode plate and may merge
or repel eah other. Depending on pressure and other parameters, the two original
streamer hannels may also branh one or more. The hosen tip separation distane of
2 mm is similar to the average distane between streamers in the wire experiments at
1 bar. In our experiments both tips extend about 10 mm from the tip holder.
Images of streamer disharges originating from double tips are ompared to images
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of streamers originating from a single tip in gure 11; the pressure varies from 25 mbar
to 1000 mbar between the olumns; the rows show single and double tip experiments
with long exposure times and double tip experiments with short exposure times. The
gure shows that for the double tip disharges, always two initial streamer hannels are
formed. These two hannels repel eah other for all pressures, exept for 25 mbar where
they merge. The width of the streamer (FWHM) is 23 mm at 25 mbar. This is 11.5
times as large as the distane between the two tips. At 50 mbar, the width of the single
tip streamer is still 18 mm, 9 times the tip distane, but the streamers do not merge.
In ases when one of the streamers initiates shortly before the other (by any reason,
randomly or systematially), it an shield the seond streamer from the bakground
eletri eld. This auses the seond streamer to be less powerful than the rst streamer.
This an be observed in the 50 mbar double tip images. Here, it is lear that one
streamer hannel dominates the disharge and the other hannel moves away from the
entral vertial axis. Whih tip or side is dominant hanges randomly from disharge to
disharge and in some ases both hannels are equally bright and symmetrially shaped.
That one side often dominates the disharge, is observed for pressures between 50 and
250 mbar.
The images of gure 11 are taken with peak voltages of around 12 kV for the 25 mbar
images to 18 kV for the 300 mbar and 1000 mbar images‡. Also for other voltages the
same merging behaviour as funtion of pressure was observed. At 25 mbar, merging
still ours with 6 kV peak voltage, while at higher pressures no merging is observed at
both lower and higher voltages than the ones shown in gure 11.
4. Disussion and onlusions
From the images shown above and from all other images taken during these
investigations, it an be onluded that reonnetion of late streamer hannels on earlier
streamer hannels ours frequently in streamer disharges with many streamer hannels.
It is suggested [9℄ that the reonnetion is aused by eletrostati attration of a late
streamer to a onduting hannel left by an early streamer that already has reahed the
oppositely harged eletrode and has hanged polarity. The late streamer approahes
the early hannel almost perpendiularly  like an eletrode plate or wire  whih is
another argument in favor of an eletrostati mehanism. In order to study reonnetion
of streamers theoretially, a omplete three dimensional model would be required. Suh
streamer simulations, however, are only in the rst stages of development [15, 25℄.
Besides eletrostati attration, two other interation mehanisms between stream-
ers an be imagined as the reason for reonnetion: magneti attration and photo-
ionization. However, magneti attration between urrent hannels only ours when
these hannels are more or less parallel and would not lead to the near perpendiular
reonnetions that are observed. Besides, the urrents in these streamer hannels are
‡ It was attempted to use a xed Vmax of 18 kV for all images. However, for pressures below 100 mbar,
Vmax had to be dereased to prevent sparking in the top feedthrough of the set-up.
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low and would not lead to any signiant Lorentz fore. Photo-ionization an also be
exluded beause deays exponentially like e−
r/ℓ
for distanes r larger than the photo-
ionization length ℓ = 1.6mm (at atmospheri pressure aording to [26, 27℄), while
eletrostati attration deays as
1
r2
. Therefore photo-ionization is muh weaker at
distanes exeeding ℓ, and an not turn the streamer path over large distanes as in
gures 5-7 and 9.
The reonnetions in sprites [11℄ show a very similar signature, as a omparison of
Figs. 8 and 7 shows: the head of a late sprite streamer is attrated to an earlier formed
hannel. However, no stereosopi imaging is available in this ase to deide whether
the eet is real.
The similarity of sprites and streamers by now is well established, see [17, 16, 18℄.
However, there is another important dierene, namely the early attrating sprite han-
nel is not onneted to some eletrode to explain its polarity hange. A possible meh-
anism is here a harge separation along the sprite streamer hannel; this hypothesis
should be investigated in future theoretial work.
Merging of more or less parallel, simultaneously propagating streamer hannels
was only observed at low pressures (25 mbar), but not at higher pressures under the
onditions of these experiments (overvolted 40 mm gaps, ambient air, 2 mm or more tip
separation). Only when the streamer diameter (FWHM) is at least 10 times larger than
the tip separation, we observe merging. All observations show that thinner streamer
heads always do repel eah other and will remain separate while propagating between
anode and athode.
A mehanism for streamer merging was reently proposed by Luque et al. [15℄; as
photo-ionization in air is a nonloal ionization reation ating over a redued length sale
of about 1.6 mm bar at normal temperature, the ionization loud around the streamer
heads deays smoothly over this length sale. (The unit mm bar is used beause the
length sales of streamers are expeted and observed to sale quite well with pressure
[1, 17℄.) When the streamer heads get so lose that their photoionization zones overlap,
impat ionization an further enhane the ionization in the area between the heads and
the streamer heads an merge. Again, magneti attration of parallel urrent arrying
hannels is very weak beause of the low urrents and an therefore be exluded.
We an ompare the experimental results with the simulations of Luque et al. [25℄
on streamer merging due to photo-ionization. In these alulations, the pressure p
was varied while the redued seed distane was xed to p · d = 230µm · bar at room
temperature, here d is the seed separation. Up to p = 1 bar, the streamers in
air always merged in these simulations. In the double tip measurements presented
here, the real tip distane was xed, therefore the redued tip distane ranges from
50µm · bar to 2mm · bar. At 115 mbar, the 2 mm tip separation gives a redued
tip separation of 230µm · bar, but the streamers repel eah other; they merge only
below p · d = 100µm · bar. However, the streamers in the theoretial work emerge
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from an avalanhe in a homogeneous eletri eld, while the streamers in the present
experiments emerge from two needle eletrodes. Therefore a disrepany by a fator
of 2 or more is not unreasonable, and we onlude that experiments and theory need
to be developed further before they an be ompared quantitatively. Furthermore,
the theoretial predition relies on the photo-ionization lengths that were measured by
Penney and Hummert in 1970 [26℄ and whose auray is widely doubted [28, 29, 30℄;
but no other data are available.
Streamers in experiments are never initiated exatly simultaneously. We observe
that ineption of the dierent streamer hannels ours within 2 ns but we an not be
ertain that there is no jitter on smaller timesales. In the double tip experiments we
an be ertain that there is not one favorite tip beause the dominant streamer hanges
from left to right and bak randomly between disharge events. We an however, not
be ertain that there is no stohasti jitter in the ineption times. This an lead to two
streamers with a small mutual delay that also ould prevent merging. If this is the ase,
it will probably be always present in real world experiments. Numerial simulations an
answer if a time delay of e.g. 1 ns between two streamers will prevent merging. Suh a
time delay between ineption an also be responsible for the appearane of a dominant
and a weaker streamer hannel; the streamer that is initiated rst shields the seond
streamer from the bakground eletri eld.
In wire-plate disharges, apparent streamer merging is oasionally observed on 2D-
images. However, in these disharges we have never observed merging with any degree
of ertainty with stereo-photography.
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Appendix. Timing sheme of the experiment
In order to determine the timing harateristis of the set-up, a full analysis of all timings
and delays has been performed. In this analysis, the delays of all ables, optial bres,
probes and other equipment has been determined and ombined. A sketh is shown in
gure A1. In this gure, three time paths for dierent parts of the set-up are shown.
These three time paths are all initiated by a entral trigger from a funtion generator.
Details of the time paths will be disussed below.
Voltage pulse From the entral trigger, the trigger pulse is fed through oaxial ables
and an optial bre to the thyristor swith in the high voltage iruit. This takes 163 ns.
The thyristor swith in turn triggers the spark-gap 1102 ns later. The spark-gap then
auses the rise of the high voltage pulse on the anode with a 64 ns delay. All three
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Figure A1. Simplied timing sheme. All values are times in ns.
setions in this time-path have xed delays with jitter of maximum 2-3 ns. These delays
are intrinsi properties of the ables and equipment.
ICCD Camera The ICCD amera is also triggered from the entral trigger through
oaxial ables and an optial bre. This takes 170 ns. After reeiving this trigger, the
amera has an internal delay of 35 ns before it an open the gate. From this moment,
the gate is opened after a user-speied delay. In the example from gure A1, this
delay is set to 1128 ns in order to apture the beginning of the voltage pulse and the
streamer initiation. Beause of the short time-sales involved, we must aount for the
path-length of the light rays traveling from the disharge to the amera.
Osillosope Again, the osillosope is triggered from the entral trigger through
oaxial ables and an optial bre. This takes 148 ns. The rise of the high voltage
pulse will our some time after this trigger; in our example 1180 ns. Beause the
osillosope is onneted to a high voltage (HV) probe with a long oaxial able, the
voltage rise will be deteted on the osillosope 22 ns later.
Resulting timing
By using the known and set delays of the set-up, we an redene a new origin of the
time-sale that is the same for both the osillosope and the amera as is explained in
setion 2.3. In the example from gure A1, we have to subtrat 74 ns from the time
as shown on the osillosope to onvert this to the time-sale of the amera. In other
words, an event ourring at the new t = 0ns will be registered on the osillosope at
1128 ns and on the amera at 1202 ns.
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